
Can calcium sprays alleviate jelly seed in mango fruits?  

Abstract Jelly seed is a major challenge in mango production leading to enormous losses in the value chain. 

This internal fruit disorder is characterised by disintegration of cells, consistency of jelly and broken cells. 

Calcium plays an important role in enhancing tissue stability and firmness thus reducing cell disintegration. 

A two-year field study was conducted in Embu County, Kenya using ‘Van Dyke’ cultivar trees of 

approximately 10 years old. The objective of the study was to investigate the effect of varied sources of 

calcium, applied at different rates and timing on jelly seed occurrence and tissue calcium distribution. 

Calcium in the form of calcium chloride, calcium nitrate and easygro® were applied at 1.0 %, 1.5 %, 2.0 % 

or 0 % (control) at three stages of fruit development (fruit set, 30 days after fruit set and 30 days to 

anticipated physiological maturity). The experiment was set up in a randomised complete block design 

with a split-split arrangement replicated three times. Fruits were harvested at physiological maturity and 

ripened at ambient conditions (28 ± 1 °C, 75–80 RH). Data collected included: jelly seed occurrence, 

calcium distribution (exocarp, mesocarp, endocarp and cotyledon) and fruit weight. Jelly seed occurrence 

and calcium distribution were determined at ripe stage. All the calcium sources invariably suppressed the 

occurrence of jelly seed. Calcium chloride (2.0 %) applied at fruit set had the lowest average jelly seed 

score of 1.2 and 2 in seasons I and II respectively. There was a significant negative relationship between 

fruit weight (r = − 0.55, r = − 0.52), calcium content in the exocarp (r = − 0.56, r = − 0.49), mesocarp (r = − 

0.52, r = − 0.76), endocarp (r = − 0.76, r = − 0.66) and jelly seed incidence occurrence. This suggested that 

calcium has a role in alleviating jelly seed disorder. Application of calcium at fruit set was more effective 

in suppressing jelly seed occurrence than later applications. Calcium chloride (2.0 %) applied at fruit set 

was more effective in reducing jelly seed occurrence. There is need to study further on soil based calcium 

and other calcium formulations on the effects on jelly seed occurrence. Keywords: calcium formulations, 

fruit disorder, losses, soil based 


